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Achtung!

Now that Prime Minister Julia Gillard has delivered Kevin Rudd a crushing defeat, let's get on with

what really matters ─ the markets! And, in today's Report, I tell you why news out of Germany keeps

me cautiously bullish.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, we analyse the hybrid rush and whether or not you should buy into

it. We also bring you up to date with all the changes to buy and sell ratings that have occurred in the

past week as a result of the earnings season. Plus, we take a look at what it takes to own collectables

like rare coins in your SMSF.

Have a great week.

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Achtung! Why I'm cautiously bullish on stocks

by Peter Switzer

The big question for self-managed super fund (SMSF)

trustees who are active in the market or who actually

trade from time to time, is, will we avoid a big sell-off

this year?

Watch out for…

Small stock dumps have to be expected, but if they are

only small, it adds to the chances that 2012 will be a

positive year for market players.

This consideration comes as more negative news

about Germany and its likely reaction to more bailout

money for European Union (EU) debtor countries

begins to surface. And clearly, the market could get

spooked by any bad developments out of Italy or

Spain in particular, and more generally, from any of

the PIIGS (Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece and Spain).

And there are elections in Europe this year, with

France and Greece to be watched closely for what new

governments might say about the debt deals and fiscal

austerity agreements thrashed out recently. Also

throw into the mix ratings agencies, the price of oil

and the Middle East issues that have the potential to

be curve balls that could find out the ‘batting skills’ of

stock players.

Then throw over all of this the historical inclination

summed up in the US market maxim “Sell in May and

go away,” and it means you have to be cautious about

what lies ahead.

The good news

That out of the way, at least the present continues to

defy doomsday merchants with the S&P 500 ending

last Friday at its best level since June 2008. The index

is now at 1,365.74 and is up 8.6% for the year, and so

a sell-down should eventually happen, but the size of

it could determine whether we are nearly out of the

woods with the worst behind us or whether we rerun

2011 with a big slump in the middle of the year

followed by a late year rally.

For the record, the Nasdaq is up 13.77% while the

Dow is up a more sedate 6.26%. The S&P/ASX200 is

up a modest 5.5%, which is actually a great start to a

year, but if there are sell-offs overseas we might lose

our gains pretty easily.

That’s why we need to see a sustained flow of good

news out of Europe.

The US continues to help with the Thomson

Reuters/University of Michigan’s consumer

sentiment index hitting the best reading in a year at

75.3. But the focus is on Europe where the main game

is what the European Central Bank (ECB) does next

week and where EU banks are expected to be thrown

another lifeline of liquidity. This is a big story and it

now looks like Europe is following the US path of

spend, lend and prosper, and we can sort out the debt

issue later as time is critical right now.

Another good piece of news over the weekend was

that Germany is softening its position on bailout

funding, which means the EU could have about US$2

trillion worth of support. A G20 meeting over the

weekend in Mexico could shed more light on this

subject. In 2008, the G20 found a trillion dollars and

now they look set to double their efforts!

“The plan is to merge Europe’s temporary and

permanent bailout funds, the European Financial

Stability Fund (EFSF) and the European Stability

Mechanism (ESM), to create one €750 billion (almost

$1 trillion) fund. Increased International Monetary

Fund (IMF) resources would back that up,” a

Thomson Reuters report explained.

Happily, I’m seeing more cooperation between parties
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for the EU rescue and that could provide a solid

platform for a European economic rebound later in

the year that will feed into stock markets.

“Everyone in the eurozone and even in the European

Union is reasonably happy with combining the ESM

and the EFSF, even Germany, but it is too early to say

if this will be decided at the EU summit at the

beginning of March,” said Margrethe Vestager,

economy minister of current EU president Denmark.

This is why I’m cautiously positive about the investing

prospects for 2012. Go the Europeans and go the

G20!

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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No hybrid bargains as new issues flood market

by Paul Rickard

The flood of hybrid income securities continues with

$3.8 billion of issues awaiting ‘end’ investors. AGL is

set to raise a further $650 million, and secondary

market prices for existing hybrids have quickly fallen

to adjust to this glut of supply. I mentioned at the

beginning of the month that the hybrids market was

looking overpriced at the time (you can re-cap on that

story here). There is no need to rush and, in most

cases, you should be able to invest in these issues post

listing at cheaper prices.

Firstly, a quick review of the new issues.

ANZ

Structure: Subordinated, unsecured notes;

however, ranking ahead of ANZ CPS1, CPS2

and CPS3 issues.

Term: 10.25 years, maturing 20 June 2022.

ANZ can redeem early from 20 June 2017

subject to obtaining approval from the

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority

(APRA).

Interest: Quarterly, at a margin of 2.75%

over 90-day bank bill rate.

Size: $1,500 million

Payment Deferral: Only if solvency

breached or will be breached.

Colonial

Structure: Subordinated, unsecured notes.

Term: 25 years (maturing 31 March 2037).

Colonial may elect to redeem from 31 March

2017, or any later interest payment date.

Interest: Quarterly, at margin of 3.25% over

90-day bank bill rate.

Size: $1,000 million to $1,100 million.

Payment Deferral: Colonial can defer at its

sole discretion any interest payment.

Deferred interest is cumulative and must be

paid after five years.

Step-up: None.

Tabcorp

Structure: Subordinated, unsecured notes

Term: 25 years (maturing 22 March 2037).

Tabcorp may elect to redeem from 22 March

2017, or any later interest payment date.

Interest: Quarterly, at a margin of 4% over

the 90-day bank bill rate.

Size: $200 million.

Payment Deferral: Tabcorp may defer in

certain defined circumstances. Deferred

interest payments are cumulative.

Step-up: 0.25% margin (if not redeemed on

22 March 2017).

Westpac

Structure: Unsecured, perpetual

convertible preference shares.

Term: Perpetual, although scheduled

conversion date is 31 March 2020. Westpac

may optionally convert or redeem (with

APRA approval) from 31 March 2018.

Dividends: Semi-annually, effective margin

of 3.25% which includes value of franking

credits.

Size: $1,000 million.

Payment Deferral: Dividends subject to

‘distributable profits’ test – non-cumulative if

not paid.

How they compare

ANZ has the cleanest structure, and with a fixed term

of 10.25 years offers relative certainty. However, the

fixed margin of 2.75% over the 90-day bank bill rate is

60 to 75 basis points shy of that available on their

existing CPS (Convertible Preference Share) issues
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(ASX codes: ANZPA, ANZPB and ANZPC). Further,

by trebling the supply of notes in the book-build from

$500 million to $1,500 million, they have killed any

latent demand. This issue will trade at a discount on

listing – avoid.

As an integral member of the Commonwealth Bank

Group, Colonial is in the ‘too big to fail’ category. That

said, banks by law cannot guarantee, either explicitly

or implicitly, their subsidiaries and investors should

assess the investment on its own merits. With the

issue being used to refinance existing debt, Colonial

will be moderately geared at about 29.9% and interest

cover is 6.6-times. However, there are a couple of

nasties in the issue: interest can be deferred at the

sole discretion of the issuer, and there is no step-up

margin (an effective penalty interest rate that an

issuer pays if it doesn’t redeem the notes at the first

opportunity). While redemption at five years is not off

the cards, investors should assume that this is a

25-year security. At 3.25%, it is too keenly priced.

The pick of the new issues is Tabcorp for rate,

industry credit risk diversification and explicit tests

about interest deferral. However, at only $200

million, the issue was reportedly 10-times

oversubscribed in the book-build, so getting stock

might be difficult. Existing Tabcorp shareholders can

get access to a priority issue; Tabcorp has said that it

will try to make $5,000 available to each existing

shareholder who applies.

Finally, Westpac is issuing convertible preference

shares, which are scheduled to convert to ordinary

shares (or more likely be redeemed in cash) in March

2020 – eight years away. The fully franked dividend is

payable half yearly (rather than quarterly), and at an

effective margin of 3.25%, this looks a touch on the

light side compared with the secondary market issues

such as the ANZ issues discussed above or

Commonwealth Bank’s existing PERLS V (CBAPA).

Bottom line

It’s a pass on ANZ, Colonial and Westpac and wait till

they list. Buy Tabcorp Notes (if you can) for rate and

industry diversification.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The broker wrap: 11 stock buys vs. 17 sells

by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

It’s been a busy week for changes to broker

recommendations as the earnings season draws to an

end, with 19 companies upgraded and 51 downgraded

by the eight brokers covered in the FNArena

database. Total Buy ratings of listed companies now

stand at 52.15%, well down from 53.86% last week.

Changes to stockbroker ratings in the past

week

Upgrades

Four companies were lifted by more than one broker

in the past week. These were: Bendigo and Adelaide

Bank (BEN), CSL (CSL), David Jones (DJS) and

Toll Holdings (TOL).

For Bendigo Bank, both RBS Australia and BA Merrill

Lynch upgraded to Hold recommendations from Sell

previously, the former as the recent profit result

showed some signs of stabilisation and the latter on

valuation grounds post recent share price weakness.
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Across the market, price targets and earnings

estimates for the bank were adjusted.

In contrast to a better result from Bendigo Bank, CSL

delivered strong earnings thanks to albumin and

specialty products performing well. Brokers lifted

earnings estimates and price targets on the back of

the result and both Macquarie and BA-ML now see

enough value to upgrade to Buy.

For David Jones (DLS), it was the turn of both UBS

and RBS Australia to upgrade to Neutral ratings from

Sell previously, this to reflect both better value on the

back of recent share price weakness and the company

having better positioned itself for stronger 2013

results by clearing excess inventory.

Toll Holdings (TOL) has also improved its position

and with potential for new contracts and some scope

for positive earnings surprise relative to low

expectations. Both Macquarie and Deutsche Bank

upgraded it to Buy. This was partially offset by Credit

Suisse downgrading it to Neutral from Buy on

valuation grounds.

Among the other upgrades, a strong result from 

Ausenco (AAX) prompted UBS to reverse a recent

downgrade and move to Buy from Sell, almost

doubling its price target for the stock in the process. A

similarly solid Coca-Cola Amatil (CCL) result,

particularly given tough markets and a dispute with a

key customer (Woolworths), was enough for Credit

Suisse to upgrade to Hold.

Emerging value following recent underperformance

caused Citi to upgrade Oil Search (OSH) to Buy,

while around the market, earnings estimates and

price targets for the stock were largely increased

following a better-than-expected profit result.

Super Retail Group (SUL) delivered one of the

standout results in the consumer discretionary sector

and this lead BA-ML to upgrade it to Buy.

Downgrades

Companies copping a cut from more than one broker

were Charter Hall Office (CQO), Envestra

(ENV), Fleetwood (FWD), iiNet (IIN), 

Industrea (IDL), Kingsgate Consolidated

(KCN), Ramsay Health (RHC), Tatts Group

(TTS), Woodside (WPL) and Wotif.com (WTF).

Valuation was behind the downgrades to both Charter

Hall Office and Envestra, with Credit Suisse and Citi

seeing limited share price upside from current levels

for the former, even allowing for current corporate

interest and RBS and Macquarie taking similar views

with respect to the latter.

Fleetwood’s solid earnings outlook is now priced in,

according to RBS, a view shared by both UBS and

Credit Suisse. For iiNet, increasing competitive

pressures means the result was a little on the

disappointing side for both RBS and Credit Suisse,

while both also see less relative value in the stock at

current levels.

A poor profit result from Industrea meant earnings

estimates across the market have been cut

significantly, leaving the earnings outlook

unattractive compared with its peers. The earnings

miss has also raised the question of management

credibility in the view of BA-ML.

Kingsgate Consolidated’s earnings were broadly

in line with expectations but the company surprised

by announcing a capital raising that prompted cuts to

estimates and targets. Also, Kingsgate faces a

challenging year from an operational perspective in

the view of both Citi and BA-ML.

Uncertainty with respect to the outcome of proposed

changes to private health insurance pose enough risks

for Ramsay Health that both Macquarie and

Deutsche Bank downgraded to Hold. Valuation was

behind the downgrade of Credit Suisse.

Limited upside potential, especially given some recent

share price strength, saw both Macquarie and Citi

downgrade Tatts to Sell, while less value following

recent gains was enough for Citi and Credit Suisse to

downgrade Woodside to Neutral in both cases. A

similar story is behind downgrades by Macquarie and

BA-ML on Wotif.com, as tough market conditions

suggest limited upside from current share price levels.

Changes to earnings forecasts (EF)
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Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers

on a daily basis. These are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi,

Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie,

RBS and UBS.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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How to invest in rare coins and collectables in

super

by Tony Negline

At last count, almost 3% of total self-managed super

fund assets were invested in ‘other’ investments, a

level that has been relatively consistent over the past

six years.

But what’s inside this ‘other’ category? Well, you can

throw just about any unusual asset, including all

collectables, into this bucket. For example, it might

include artwork, stamps, rare coins and bank notes,

and even racehorses!

Typically, these types of investments don’t earn

income, which means investors are hoping for healthy

capital gains. The exception to this general rule is

racehorse prize money, if you’re lucky enough to have

a horse that makes money.

An SMSF trustee considering investing in these types

of assets needs to carefully consider the lack of

regular income they generate and how rapidly the

investment can be sold if cash is needed. I’ve

explained how collectables can be owned in SMSFs in

a few articles, including the strict storage rules

involved. You can read more about that here.

How your SMSF can become a rare coin

collector

One collectable that is gaining some interest among

SMSF trustees is rare currency.

Rob Jackman runs the Rare Coin Company, which is

a member of the Australian Numismatics Dealers

Association (ANDA), a body that self-regulates about

half of the rare currency dealers in Australia. He first

started working with SMSFs about six years ago and

says they now make up about 25% of his business’

turnover.

His website claims that over the long-term, rare bank

notes and coins have average annual return of over

13%.

Jackman says anyone investing in collectable

currency should be prepared to hold it for a minimum

of five years and it’s not something to consider if your

timeframe is less than 12 months.

For $10,000 (an absolute minimum of $5,000), he

says you can buy a reasonable portfolio of coins and

notes.

A happy investor

One SMSF rare coin and note collector, who didn’t

want to be named, told me he first invested in

collectable coins and notes about five years ago.

Before he invested, he spent three years investigating

the market because he thought the published returns

were “too good to be true”.

Once he committed, he put a fair amount of his

then-SMSF assets into a rare coins and notes. He is

happy with these investments and has bought more

notes and coins not only using his SMSF, but also

personally.

He particularly likes the fact the transactions cost him

nothing to buy or sell. His nominal costs are annual

storage and insurance costs.

Our SMSF collector says diversification between

notes and coins is important.

“Sometimes notes do better than coins and vice

versa,” he says.

Our collector is receiving a Transition to Retirement

pension and says he has to be careful that he factors

in the likelihood that it can take a while to sell a

particular asset so he can make his pension payments.
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Don’t buy just any old coin

When buying these assets, you need to perform the

same due diligence on the collectable and the rare

coin advisers or dealers as you would for any other

type investment.

Jackman strongly suggests you use an ANDA dealer

because you can submit a complaint to the

organisation if something goes wrong.

As part of your due diligence, find out how long the

dealer has been operating, if they regularly deal with

SMSFs and how much trading the dealer does each

year. Also look at what type of trading is conducted

and if the dealer has received any complaints from

investors. References from similar investors should

be obtained and checked. Information should also be

sought from ANDA about any complaints it has

received.

Unregulated markets

It’s important to understand that while investing in

unusual assets can be fun and possibly bring you

some attractive returns, you are effectively dealing in

unregulated markets. That is, it’s not like investing in

property, which is governed by State or Territory

property law, or shares, which are regulated by the

Australian Securities and Investments Commission

(ASIC).

Once you’ve bought a collectable for your SMSF, there

are strict rules on where you can keep it (generally,

they can’t be kept in your home). In regards to rare

coins and bank notes, Jackman says you could store

them in a bank vault, or some dealers will provide a

‘strong’ storage safe for a small annual fee.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The week ahead

Australia

Wednesday 29 February: Retail trade (January)

Wednesday 29 February: Construction work (Dec quarter)

Wednesday 29 February: RP Data house prices (January)

Wednesday 29 February: Private sector credit (January)

Thursday 1 March: Business spending (Fourth quarter)

Thursday 1 March: Building approvals (January)

Overseas

Tuesday 28 February: US Durable goods orders (January)

Tuesday 28 February: US Consumer confidence (Feb)

Tuesday 28 February: US Case Shiller home prices (Dec)

Wednesday 29 February: US Economic growth (Dec quarter)

Wednesday 29 February: US Beige book of economic activity

Wednesday 29 February: Testimony by Ben Bernanke

Thursday 1 March: US Personal income (January)

Thursday 1 March: US ISM manufacturing (February)

Company results

Monday 27 February: ROC Oil (ROC) full-year results

Monday 27 February: Beach Energy (BPT) interim results

Tuesday 28 February: Aristocrat Leisure (ALL) full-year results

Wednesday 29 February: Macquarie Atlas Roads (MQA) full-year results

Ex dividend

Monday 27 February: BHP Billiton (BHP); 51.0299 cents

Monday 27 February: AMP (AMP); 14 cents

Monday 27 February: Coca-Cola Amatil (CCL); 30.5 cents

Monday 27 February: ASX Limited (ASX); 92.8 cents

Tuesday 28 February: ISS Group (ISS); 0.65 cents

Wednesday 29 February: Rio Tinto (RIO); 84.2 cents

Thursday 1 March: Spark Infrastructure (SKI); TBA

Monday 5 March: Panoramic Resources (PAN); 2 cents

Monday 5 March: OneSteel (OST); 3 cents

Did you know?

If you have a newly registered SMSF, your fund must lodge its tax return by tomorrow, Tuesday 28 February.

The lodgement date for non-taxable large and medium business super funds is also tomorrow and payments, if

required, are due on this date. Excluding new funds, if you prepare your own SMSF return and you don't lodge

on time, your due date for lodgement will be 31 October 2012.
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